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Machine Tool Production Facilities Since 1965
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Experience of 50 years in the global industry

Mode Medikal is a part of company union which has gained many international awards through the high technology production systems since 1965.
Reliable Solution Partner
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Experience of 50 years in the global industry

International Awarded Sector Leader with the institutional services, your solution partner and international awards at the high technology manufacturing system.
Mode medical was established in 2008 as a group company of company union with experts and engineers have designed hundreds of products by academic staff. Mode Medikal has entered into implantology sector with its own implant brand ‘Mode Dental Implant Systems’.

We use the best world’s brands of raw material and latest technologies which is most expensive materials and devices.

Mode Dental Implant systems have been exported more than 30 countries, it has managed to enter the list of American Third Wave Dental Implant Institute's global brands.
Mode Medikal which is a global implant manufacturer has the latest technology and full automatic CNC machines with high precision.
MODE MEDICAL GROUP
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THE WORLD'S BEST BRANDS

American Dynamet
Carpenter highgraded
titanium material

Mode Implant products were made from high quality titanium raw material that are supplied from global titanium manufacturer CARPENTER DYNAMET (USA)
PRODUCTION WITH PURE WATER

Completely quality controlled all the products of Mode Medikal are manufactured by pure water production technology which was developed by Mode Medikal R&D engineers without industrial oil.

Industrial Oil!

- Chemical oil causes anaerobic bacteria contamination during the production.
- Removing of these chemical oils from implant surface by chemical techniques leads to rosin surface.
SUPERIOR PRODUCTION CAPABILITY

With its high engineering experience and the latest technology production plant, Mode Medikal has the capability to manufacture every type of prosthetics, surgical kits besides dental implants.
%100 QUALITY

CONTROL SYSTEM
International Standards and Quality Certification

All products are 100% inspected by CNC measuring machine with accuracy of 0.1 micron after inspected by high technology test machines.
By the TiN technology, Surgical Drills, Torque Ratchets, Ball Attachments and Locator Abutments surface resistance 4 times and reduce the surface friction coefficient to the minimum level.
FULL AUTOMATIC CNC
MICRO BLASTING
SURFACE ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY

All implant models between 5 mm – 16 mm are roughened at micro size with full automatic CNC Surface Morphology and Measurement Machine developed by Mode Medikal engineers.
%100 Homogenous Micro surface Roughness

RA ROUGHNESS AVERAGE 1.4~1.8 micron

HOMOGENEOUS SURFACE ROUGHNESS
SURFACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES

Mode implants gain high osseointegration properties in high technology full automation lines and sterile surface laboratories.
STERILIZATION & 5 YEARS SHELF LIFE

After packaging process under the high sterilisation, Mode Dental Implant are sterilised with 25 kGy gamma irradiation process and at the final process, packages are stored in the Validation Certified CLEAN ROOM.
Our study group has published all of their studies as scientific articles.

Our studies have been presented at many international congress, scientific indexes and international journals.
Mode Implant Systems Are Listed in American Third Wave Dental Institute IMPLANT STATISTICS and MRG Millenium Research Group The List of Dental Implant Manufacturer as a Reliable Brand.
UNITED KINGDOM

Dr. Reza FARIDRAD
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon

"I have been using Mode Implant for many years and have used over 100 implants and all of the cases have been finished successfully. I am very confident and recommend this product to all dentists around the world to use for their patients."

HUNGARY

Szabolcs GYULAI-GAAL, DMD, PHD
Associate Professor - Oral Surgeon, Implantologist

"We tested Mode Implant products at Hungary Semmelweis University. Products like the world of global brands to be versatile and practical gave us confidence. When we got successful result, we wanted to visit the manufacturer company. We saw and like a successful production facility and wide range of products. We use these products a lot at our practice."

MACEDONIA

Dr. Finik KASAPI
Oral Surgeon / Implantologist

"I have been doing implants over 15 years and using Mode Implant which is a Turkish dental implant system for many years. The quality of the products and company’s attitude had drawn my attention at the congress. I have finished over 1000 cases successfully. The system is very practical. I am sure that you will not regret to use Mode implant system."

SWEDEN

Dr. Pijn SYLVIN
Implantologist

"I started to use "Mode implant and I think that this is a very smart and easy system to work with for dental implants and surgical treatments. This system gives you a wide range of prosthetic and surgical possibilities that are accessible for you and comfort for the patient. I think that "Mode Implant" is a system that complies all in one and this is important for the complicated cases that you may encounter surgically with many prosthese."

MALDIVES

Dr. Ahmed Salaam

"Nondental Implant Tissue Models: The painted tissue region which ending with unaligned provides excellent gingival margin in the posterior region. This area is ideal for closed sinus lift cases. Due to the straight structure of the implant after the SB procedure I can apply which I want to and I can observe the relationship between bone level. Also due to the counter sank structure there is no fear to harm sinus walls."

YEMEN

Dr. Mouhham Al Hasimi

"I visited the production base of Mode Medical and I shocked when I saw the production, packaging, advanced technology and sensitivity during the production. Moreover the most important thing is that I can say Mode implant is among the global dental implant brands."

PAKISTAN

Dr. Abid Khan

"I am in charge of Pakistan International Airlines Corporation Department in Karachi. I have used different implant brands and also Mode Medical Dental Implant and I found Mode Medical Dental Implant system is very beneficial because the implant package of this system has extra Healing Abutment which helps you to decide what healing process you prefer. This implant system is really easy, because you can fastly install your implant with using a few drills and also the system has great osseointegration because of Biphasic Calcium Phosphate coating on the implant surface."

UAE

Dr. Noorbeh KARMIQIL
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon

"I found a new and very quality brand of implants when I used and used Mode implant. I trust the implants and the surface treatment of this brand, it can satisfy dentists and their patients. When I saw my patients after they have got their Mode Implant implants inserted and after they come I feel really rewarded. I confidently recommend Mode Implant to any dentist who wants to use the same smile on their patients' faces as my patients' smile."

PARKISTAN

Dr. Shige Kulkarni & Dr. Milind Kulkarni

"We get a successful result at primary stability and osseointegration of implants applications. We can start superstructure in 6 weeks even simpler. The implant morphology is perfectly integrated with the root type structure and it gives you confidence in all types of prosthetic applications on the superstructure."

RUSIA

Dr. Omarov Artur MAGOMEDOVIC

"There are many implant system in Moscow and I know most of the systems. When I visited Mode Implant website, the products took my attention. After visiting the company and using the products, I saw that you can find necessary products for your surgery all in one package. I especially recommend this system to new dentists as the system is easy, very practical and nice."

30 Countries Confidently
By our warranty card, we ensure the quality of our product to prove the assurance for your patients. After the treatment, thanks to the warranty card, customer relationship is raised to the highest level.
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www.modeimplant.com